ABSTRACT. By a simple application of Green's integral theorem, amplitude of the radiated waves at infinity due to a line source in the presence of a fixed vertical plane barrier completely submerged in deep water is obtained.
use a co-ordinate system in which the y-axis is taken vertically downwards, the mean free surface (FS) is the plane y 0 and the position of the barrier is given by x O, a < y < . Let a harmonically oscillating line source of unit strength and of circular frequency m be present at the point (,n), > O. It is assumed that the fluid is incompressible, inviscid and the motion is irrotational so that a velocity potential exists. As the motion is produced by the harmonically oscillating line source it can be described by Re{(x,y) exp (-imt)} whence, assuming the linearized theory of water waves, (x,y) satisfies V2 0 in the fluid region except at (,n), -2i exp( $ iKwhich shows that there is no effect of the barrier on the radiated waves from the source. This is to be expected as in this case the waves are confined within a thin layer below the FS so that the presence of the barrier is not felt by the waves for sufficiently large wave number.
Again when the source is directly above the barrier, so that 0, < a, then and the barrier has no effect on the source.
When K is an odd multiple of /2 we conclude from (3.12) that "the wave amplitudes on either infinity are same, the surface elevations being exactly 180 out of phase with each other". Similar conclusion was also arrived at by Evans [3] while considering the immersed barrier problem.
